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this authoritative reference work investigates the roots of the sacred harp the central collection of the deeply
influential and long lived southern tradition of shape note singing where other studies of the sacred harp have
focused on the sociology of present day singers and their activities david warren steel and richard h hulan
concentrate on the regional culture that produced the sacred harp in the nineteenth century and delve deeply into
history of its authors and composers they trace the sources of every tune and text in the sacred harp from the work
of b f white e j king and their west georgia contemporaries who helped compile the original collection in 1844 to the
contributions by various composers to the 1936 to 1991 editions the makers of the sacred harp also includes analyses
of the textual influences on the music including metrical psalmody english evangelical poets american frontier
preachers camp meeting hymnody and revival choruses and essays placing the sacred harp as a product of the antebellum
period with roots in religious revivalism drawing on census reports local histories family bibles and other records
rich oral interviews with descendants and sacred harp publishing company records this volume reveals new details and
insights about the history of this enduring american musical tradition on any sunday afternoon a traveler through the
deep south might chance upon the rich full sound of sacred harp singing aided with nothing but their own voices and
the traditional shape note songbook sacred harp singers produce a sound that is unmistakable clear and full voiced
passed down from early settlers in the backwoods of the southern uplands this religious folk tradition hearkens back
to a simpler age when sundays were a time for the lord and the singings illustrated with forty one songs from the
original songbook the sacred harp is a comprehensive account of a unique form of folk music buell cobb s study
encompasses the history of the songbook itself an analysis of the music and an intimate portrait of the singers who
have kept alive a truly american tradition a compelling account of the vibrant musical tradition of sacred harp
singing traveling home describes how song brings together americans of widely divergent religious and political
beliefs named after the most popular of the nineteenth century shape note tunebooks which employed an innovative
notation system to teach singers to read music sacred harp singing has been part of rural southern life for over 150
years in the wake of the folk revival of the 1950s and 60s this participatory musical tradition attracted new singers
from all over america all day singings from the sacred harp now take place across the country creating a diverse and
far flung musical community blending historical scholarship with wide ranging fieldwork kiri miller presents an
engagingly written study of this important music movement the sacred harp a tunebook that first appeared in 1844 has
stood as a model of early american musical culture for most of this century tunebooks such as this printed in shape
notes for public singing and singing schools followed the new england tradition of singing hymns and psalms from
printed music nineteeth century americans were inundated by such books but only the popularity of the sacred harp has
endured throughout the twentieth century with this tunebook as his focus john bealle surveys definitive moments in
american musical history from the lively singing schools of the new england puritans to the dramatic theological
crises that split new england congregationalism from the rise of the genteel urban mainstream in frontier cincinnati
to the bold new south movement that sought to transform the southern economy from the nostalgic culture writing era
of the great depression to the post world war ii folksong revival although bealle finds that much has changed in the
last century the custodians of the tradition of sacred harp singing have kept it alive and accessible in an
increasingly diverse cultural marketplace public worship private faith is a thorough and readable analysis of the
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historical social musical theological and textual factors that have contributed to the endurance of sacred harp
singing the sacred harp choral singing tradition originated in the american south in the mid nineteenth century
spread widely across the country and continues to thrive today sacred harp isn t performed but participated in
ideally in large gatherings where as the a cappella singers face each other around a hollow square the massed voices
take on a moving and almost physical power i belong to this band hallelujah is a vivid portrait of several sacred
harp groups and an insightful exploration of how they manage to maintain a sense of community despite their members
often profound differences laura clawson s research took her to alabama and georgia to chicago and minneapolis and to
hollywood for a sacred harp performance at the academy awards a potent symbol of the conflicting forces at play in
the twenty first century incarnation of this old genre clawson finds that in order for sacred harp singers to
maintain the bond forged by their love of music they must grapple with a host of difficult issues including how to
maintain the authenticity of their tradition and how to carefully negotiate the tensions created by their disparate
cultural religious and political beliefs some have called sacred harp singing america s earliest music this powerful
nondenominational religious singing part of a deeply held southern culture has spread throughout the nation over the
past two centuries in a sacred feast kathryn eastburn journeys into the community of sacred harp singers across the
country and introduces readers to the curious glories of a tradition that is practiced today just as it was two
hundred years ago each of the book s chapters visits a different region and features recipes from the accompanying
culinary tradition dinner on the ground a hearty noontime feast from oven cooked pulled pork barbeque to dollar store
cornbread dressing to red velvet cake these recipes tell a story of nourishing the body the soul and the voice the
sacred harp s deeply moving sound and spirit resonate through these pages captured at conventions in alabama kentucky
texas colorado and washington conveyed in portraits of singers and celebrated in the sights sounds smells and tastes
of all day singing and dinner on the ground echoing through generations and centuries this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work
may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant a
standard collection of traditional shape note hymns minutes of sacred harp singings for 2020 and directory for 2021
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from the
wesleyan sacred harp a collection of choice tunes and hymns for prayer class and camp meetings choirs and
congregational singing the object we have in view in the compilation of the wesleyan sacred harp is to supply a
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denominational want which is felt and often expressed by our preachers and people we wish to furnish in a convenient
form for use a book containing a sufficient variety of tunes and hymns for prayer class and camp meetings and
congregational singing the tunes are old and new we have been careful in our selections to have the soul of music in
view many of the tunes not altogether new have never appeared in a work of this kind before they will be sung with
great pleasure and profit the hymns are chiefly from the methodist hymn book they are our choice hymns to which we
have always been obliged to flee when penny royals have sickened and been cast aside we have introduced many hymns
not found in our hymn book of a decidedly popular character which will be sung while god continues to bless men we
commit the work to god and his children praying that all who sing from these pages on earth may sing the new song in
heaven forever about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works sacred harp music or shape note singing
is as old as america itself the term sacred harp refers to the human voice brought to this continent by the settlers
of jamestown this style of singing is also known as fasola in legacy of the sacred harp author chloe webb follows the
history of this musical form back four hundred years and in the process uncovers the harrowing legacy of her dumas
family line the journey begins in contemporary texas with an overlooked but historically rich family heirloom a
tattered 1869 edition of the sacred harp songbook traveling across the south and sifting through undiscovered family
history webb sets out on a personal quest to reconnect with her ancestors who composed sang and lived by the words of
sacred harp music her research irreversibly transforms her rose colored view of her heritage and brings endearing
characters to life as the reality of the effects of slavery on southern plantation life the thriving tobacco industry
and the civil war are revisited through the lens of the dumas family most notably webb s original research unearths
the person of ralph freeman freed slave and pastor of a pre civil war white southern church wringing history from
boxes of keepsakes lively interviews dusty archival libraries and church records webb keeps sacred harp lyrics
ringing in readers ears allowing the poetry to illuminate the lessons and trials of the past the choral shape note
music of the sacred harp whispers to us of the past of the religious persecution that brought this music to our
shores and how the voices of contemporary sacred harp singers still ring out the unchanged lyrics across the south
the music pulling the past into our present this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have
occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the
original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite
the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope
you enjoy this valuable book published in 1856 this is a collection of old sacred harp also known as shape note songs
and hymns songs before unknown is a reference work designed as a companion to the latest book produced by the sacred
harp book company the sacred harp revised cooper edition 2012 the second chapter includes a biography of w m cooper
early history of revision of the sacred harp commonly known as the cooper book an overview of the course of its
publication and a brief history of the sacred harp book company chapter three is comprised of biographical sketches
of all the composers with songs in the 2012 edition chapter four lists each song in the book by page order with the
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author of the hymn and composer of the tune if known seven appendices add supporting and peripheral information this
authoritative reference work investigates the roots of the sacred harp the central collection of the deeply
influential and long lived southern tradition of shape note singing where other studies of the sacred harp have
focused on the sociology of present day singers and their activities david warren steel and richard h hulan
concentrate on the regional culture that produced the sacred harp in the nineteenth century and delve deeply into
history of its authors and composers they trace the sources of every tune and text in the sacred harp from the work
of b f white e j king and their west georgia contemporaries who helped compile the original collection in 1844 to the
contributions by various composers to the 1936 to 1991 editions the makers of the sacred harp also includes analyses
of the textual influences on the music including metrical psalmody english evangelical poets american frontier
preachers camp meeting hymnody and revival choruses and essays placing the sacred harp as a product of the antebellum
period with roots in religious revivalism drawing on census reports local histories family bibles and other records
rich oral interviews with descendants and sacred harp publishing company records this volume reveals new details and
insights about the history of this enduring american musical tradition unlike some other reproductions of classic
texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2
in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these
images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections
with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy minutes of sacred harp
singings for 2021 and directory for 2022 minutes of sacred harp singings for 2022 and directory for 2023 minutes of
sacred harp singings for 2023 and directory for 2024 a collection of shape note songs composed and arranged by
african american musicians in southeastern alabama and published in 1934 the songs refer to the history of their
communities in alabama their socio religious experiences and their aesthetic values excerpt from the sacred harp or
eclectic harmony a collection of church music consisting of a great variety of psalm and hymn tunes anthems sacred
songs and chants original and selected relative keys 93 as an instance of one more sharp see second line of ellen
thorpe as above and also second line of danvers p 24 about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original
such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the
original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these
works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is
in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may
freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as
a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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The Makers of the Sacred Harp
2010

this authoritative reference work investigates the roots of the sacred harp the central collection of the deeply
influential and long lived southern tradition of shape note singing where other studies of the sacred harp have
focused on the sociology of present day singers and their activities david warren steel and richard h hulan
concentrate on the regional culture that produced the sacred harp in the nineteenth century and delve deeply into
history of its authors and composers they trace the sources of every tune and text in the sacred harp from the work
of b f white e j king and their west georgia contemporaries who helped compile the original collection in 1844 to the
contributions by various composers to the 1936 to 1991 editions the makers of the sacred harp also includes analyses
of the textual influences on the music including metrical psalmody english evangelical poets american frontier
preachers camp meeting hymnody and revival choruses and essays placing the sacred harp as a product of the antebellum
period with roots in religious revivalism drawing on census reports local histories family bibles and other records
rich oral interviews with descendants and sacred harp publishing company records this volume reveals new details and
insights about the history of this enduring american musical tradition

The Sacred Harp
2004-12-01

on any sunday afternoon a traveler through the deep south might chance upon the rich full sound of sacred harp
singing aided with nothing but their own voices and the traditional shape note songbook sacred harp singers produce a
sound that is unmistakable clear and full voiced passed down from early settlers in the backwoods of the southern
uplands this religious folk tradition hearkens back to a simpler age when sundays were a time for the lord and the
singings illustrated with forty one songs from the original songbook the sacred harp is a comprehensive account of a
unique form of folk music buell cobb s study encompasses the history of the songbook itself an analysis of the music
and an intimate portrait of the singers who have kept alive a truly american tradition

Traveling Home
2008

a compelling account of the vibrant musical tradition of sacred harp singing traveling home describes how song brings
together americans of widely divergent religious and political beliefs named after the most popular of the nineteenth
century shape note tunebooks which employed an innovative notation system to teach singers to read music sacred harp
singing has been part of rural southern life for over 150 years in the wake of the folk revival of the 1950s and 60s
this participatory musical tradition attracted new singers from all over america all day singings from the sacred
harp now take place across the country creating a diverse and far flung musical community blending historical
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scholarship with wide ranging fieldwork kiri miller presents an engagingly written study of this important music
movement

Public Worship, Private Faith
1997

the sacred harp a tunebook that first appeared in 1844 has stood as a model of early american musical culture for
most of this century tunebooks such as this printed in shape notes for public singing and singing schools followed
the new england tradition of singing hymns and psalms from printed music nineteeth century americans were inundated
by such books but only the popularity of the sacred harp has endured throughout the twentieth century with this
tunebook as his focus john bealle surveys definitive moments in american musical history from the lively singing
schools of the new england puritans to the dramatic theological crises that split new england congregationalism from
the rise of the genteel urban mainstream in frontier cincinnati to the bold new south movement that sought to
transform the southern economy from the nostalgic culture writing era of the great depression to the post world war
ii folksong revival although bealle finds that much has changed in the last century the custodians of the tradition
of sacred harp singing have kept it alive and accessible in an increasingly diverse cultural marketplace public
worship private faith is a thorough and readable analysis of the historical social musical theological and textual
factors that have contributed to the endurance of sacred harp singing

The sacred harp [devotional verse].
1839

the sacred harp choral singing tradition originated in the american south in the mid nineteenth century spread widely
across the country and continues to thrive today sacred harp isn t performed but participated in ideally in large
gatherings where as the a cappella singers face each other around a hollow square the massed voices take on a moving
and almost physical power i belong to this band hallelujah is a vivid portrait of several sacred harp groups and an
insightful exploration of how they manage to maintain a sense of community despite their members often profound
differences laura clawson s research took her to alabama and georgia to chicago and minneapolis and to hollywood for
a sacred harp performance at the academy awards a potent symbol of the conflicting forces at play in the twenty first
century incarnation of this old genre clawson finds that in order for sacred harp singers to maintain the bond forged
by their love of music they must grapple with a host of difficult issues including how to maintain the authenticity
of their tradition and how to carefully negotiate the tensions created by their disparate cultural religious and
political beliefs
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The sacred harp, a book of devotional poetry
1874

some have called sacred harp singing america s earliest music this powerful nondenominational religious singing part
of a deeply held southern culture has spread throughout the nation over the past two centuries in a sacred feast
kathryn eastburn journeys into the community of sacred harp singers across the country and introduces readers to the
curious glories of a tradition that is practiced today just as it was two hundred years ago each of the book s
chapters visits a different region and features recipes from the accompanying culinary tradition dinner on the ground
a hearty noontime feast from oven cooked pulled pork barbeque to dollar store cornbread dressing to red velvet cake
these recipes tell a story of nourishing the body the soul and the voice the sacred harp s deeply moving sound and
spirit resonate through these pages captured at conventions in alabama kentucky texas colorado and washington
conveyed in portraits of singers and celebrated in the sights sounds smells and tastes of all day singing and dinner
on the ground echoing through generations and centuries

I Belong to This Band, Hallelujah!
2011-06-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Story of The Sacred Harp, 1844-1944
1944

a standard collection of traditional shape note hymns
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The Wesleyan Sacred Harp
1856

minutes of sacred harp singings for 2020 and directory for 2021

The Sacred Harp
1992

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Story of the Sacred Harp, 1844-1944
1944

excerpt from the wesleyan sacred harp a collection of choice tunes and hymns for prayer class and camp meetings
choirs and congregational singing the object we have in view in the compilation of the wesleyan sacred harp is to
supply a denominational want which is felt and often expressed by our preachers and people we wish to furnish in a
convenient form for use a book containing a sufficient variety of tunes and hymns for prayer class and camp meetings
and congregational singing the tunes are old and new we have been careful in our selections to have the soul of music
in view many of the tunes not altogether new have never appeared in a work of this kind before they will be sung with
great pleasure and profit the hymns are chiefly from the methodist hymn book they are our choice hymns to which we
have always been obliged to flee when penny royals have sickened and been cast aside we have introduced many hymns
not found in our hymn book of a decidedly popular character which will be sung while god continues to bless men we
commit the work to god and his children praying that all who sing from these pages on earth may sing the new song in
heaven forever about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of
the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
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The Sacred Harp
1828

sacred harp music or shape note singing is as old as america itself the term sacred harp refers to the human voice
brought to this continent by the settlers of jamestown this style of singing is also known as fasola in legacy of the
sacred harp author chloe webb follows the history of this musical form back four hundred years and in the process
uncovers the harrowing legacy of her dumas family line the journey begins in contemporary texas with an overlooked
but historically rich family heirloom a tattered 1869 edition of the sacred harp songbook traveling across the south
and sifting through undiscovered family history webb sets out on a personal quest to reconnect with her ancestors who
composed sang and lived by the words of sacred harp music her research irreversibly transforms her rose colored view
of her heritage and brings endearing characters to life as the reality of the effects of slavery on southern
plantation life the thriving tobacco industry and the civil war are revisited through the lens of the dumas family
most notably webb s original research unearths the person of ralph freeman freed slave and pastor of a pre civil war
white southern church wringing history from boxes of keepsakes lively interviews dusty archival libraries and church
records webb keeps sacred harp lyrics ringing in readers ears allowing the poetry to illuminate the lessons and
trials of the past the choral shape note music of the sacred harp whispers to us of the past of the religious
persecution that brought this music to our shores and how the voices of contemporary sacred harp singers still ring
out the unchanged lyrics across the south the music pulling the past into our present

A Sacred Feast
2020-04-01

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the
scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it
back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate
your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book

Original Sacred Harp
1911

published in 1856 this is a collection of old sacred harp also known as shape note songs and hymns
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The Sacred Harp [Devotional Verse]
2015-11-15

songs before unknown is a reference work designed as a companion to the latest book produced by the sacred harp book
company the sacred harp revised cooper edition 2012 the second chapter includes a biography of w m cooper early
history of revision of the sacred harp commonly known as the cooper book an overview of the course of its publication
and a brief history of the sacred harp book company chapter three is comprised of biographical sketches of all the
composers with songs in the 2012 edition chapter four lists each song in the book by page order with the author of
the hymn and composer of the tune if known seven appendices add supporting and peripheral information

The Sacred Harp
1859

this authoritative reference work investigates the roots of the sacred harp the central collection of the deeply
influential and long lived southern tradition of shape note singing where other studies of the sacred harp have
focused on the sociology of present day singers and their activities david warren steel and richard h hulan
concentrate on the regional culture that produced the sacred harp in the nineteenth century and delve deeply into
history of its authors and composers they trace the sources of every tune and text in the sacred harp from the work
of b f white e j king and their west georgia contemporaries who helped compile the original collection in 1844 to the
contributions by various composers to the 1936 to 1991 editions the makers of the sacred harp also includes analyses
of the textual influences on the music including metrical psalmody english evangelical poets american frontier
preachers camp meeting hymnody and revival choruses and essays placing the sacred harp as a product of the antebellum
period with roots in religious revivalism drawing on census reports local histories family bibles and other records
rich oral interviews with descendants and sacred harp publishing company records this volume reveals new details and
insights about the history of this enduring american musical tradition

The Sacred Harp
1991

unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads
to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we
have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although
occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for
future generations to enjoy
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Sacred Harp Singings
2021

minutes of sacred harp singings for 2021 and directory for 2022

The Sacred Harp, Or, Eclectic Harmony: A Collection of Church Music,
Consisting of a Great Variety
2022-10-27

minutes of sacred harp singings for 2022 and directory for 2023

The Wesleyan Sacred Harp
2015-06-26

minutes of sacred harp singings for 2023 and directory for 2024

The Sacred Harp
1968

a collection of shape note songs composed and arranged by african american musicians in southeastern alabama and
published in 1934 the songs refer to the history of their communities in alabama their socio religious experiences
and their aesthetic values

A List of Long-playing Recordings of Sacred Harp and Other Shape Note Singing
1979

excerpt from the sacred harp or eclectic harmony a collection of church music consisting of a great variety of psalm
and hymn tunes anthems sacred songs and chants original and selected relative keys 93 as an instance of one more
sharp see second line of ellen thorpe as above and also second line of danvers p 24 about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
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however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left
to preserve the state of such historical works

Legacy of the Sacred Harp
2010-11-01

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have
been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a
reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Wesleyan Sacred Harp
2014-02

The Sacred Harp
1860

Wesleyan Sacred Harp
2018-01-21

Sacred Harp Singing
1959
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Songs Before Unknown
2015-11-01

Sacred Harp of American Poetry. With occasional notes
1842

The Makers of the Sacred Harp
2024-03-31

The Sacred Harp. [Verse
1874

The Wesleyan Sacred Harp: A Collection of Choice Tunes and Hymns for Prayer
Class, and Camp Meetings, Choirs, and Congregational Singing
2017-08-19

Sacred Harp of American Poetry. With Occasional Notes
1862

The Sacred Harp
2013-06
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Sacred Harp Singings
2022

Sacred Harp Singings
2023

Sacred Harp Singings
2024

Judge Jackson and the Colored Sacred Harp
2002

The Sacred Harp, Or Eclectic Harmony
2017-10-17

The Sacred Harp
2019-03-06
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